Two tutorials are presented introducing the basic syntax and semantics of Awk and Perl. The languages are taught by example, and the same example EDA applications are developed in both languages so that a comparison of the two languages is facilitated. The examples include file modification, data extraction, EDA tool connection, and system administration.
by record. The simplest record is a single line from the input. One can make $x$ consecutive lines from the input to be a record by changiing the value of the special variable called a record separate, $RS$. In other words, $RS$ indicates the pattedsymbol which separates two consecutive records. For example, the default value of $RS$ is '\h' (a newline). Similarly, a record is made-up of fields. Each field is separated by a field separator, $FS$. For example, the default value of $FS$ is ' ' (a blank). Each field within a record is number from $I$ to $NF$, where $NF$ is set by Awk after reading in a record. The value of $NF$ indicates the number of fields present in the current record being processed. The first (last field) is referred to as $1 ($NF), while the whole record is referred to as $0.
Example Let the input file contain the following lines: This is just-a test. Wish you-were here.
With $RS$ and $FS$ set to the default values, the above file has two records. Thc first (second) record consists of four (three) fields. However, if $RS$ and $FS$ is set to '-' and '.', respectively, the above file has three records. The first record has only one field ("This is just'), the second record has two fields ('a test' and 'Wish you'), while the third record has one field ('were here.'). 
I I
Notice that the INPUT is processed line-by-line. Therefore, there is no loolp like (while (getline < STDIN)) present in the middle. This construct allows for pre as well as post processing using files that are different from the INPUT file. Additionally, one can also scan a file in the middle portion up on seeing some pattern. For example: if ($1 == " N s a t e " ) { #Read the truth 
This program pririts the maximum number of fields on any input line.
Take a list of files and create a script.
A Makefile can be created using the same technique.
awk 'length($O) > 80' Print out all lines whose length is greater than 80 characters.
This Awk program creates a script that compiles all VHDL files in a directory and then makes a backup copy of each fie.
close( ".tmp.fde"); while (getline < ".tmp.fiie") ( tmp = sprintf("vcom %s ; cp %s %s.bak", $1, $1, $1); system(tmp); format STDOUT = @<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< @####
System Manilpulation
Search for a pattem and modify for all files in a directory and subdirectories. Erample of use of the Unix find command piped being treated as a file.
This Perl program changes all patterns /home/projxa to /home/projxb for all files in a directory and all subdirectories. This technique is useful when a new revision of a chip is being created. 
I
Test for file existence before opening, so that an a file is not overwritten.
if ( -e $filegame) { print (STDERR "Error $file-name already existsh"); exit ;
